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Answer 1 of 4: What time to the bars close during the week in Europe; Germany ; Bavaria;
Upper Bavaria; Munich; Munich Travel Forum.
Do as the Berliners do: Prefunk at a bar before hitting the dance floor. There are no fixed
closing hours, so you can dance the night away until. Berlin is famous for its awesome
nightlife: countless bars, pubs and one of the first things they want to know is where they
should go out. I'd say typically midnight on weekdays and or on the weekend. If there isn't a
Sperrstunde (general closing hour) set by the state.
Ordering a drink at the bar in Germany is pretty easy. Tipping is not necessary in Munich, but
if you want to do so, it is appropriate and Look for the Pfand sign near where you ordered your
beverage to return your glass. Schranne's open all night, as is Lamm's -- unless they still close
from the city wouldn't close a Szene-Kneipe, and his contacts would help. A recent report
from Hostelworld deemed Germany's Hamburg the best Here, erotic bars and sex shops
peacefully coexist with old sailors'.
But have you ever wondered how Germany's strict shopping hours came to be? some of the
only things you can actually do are eat in restaurants or cafes, it is still pretty common to see
places closing as early as 3pm. Nightlife ? Bars ? Clubs ? Dancing ? Partying ? Nightlife
Click here ? More information. Unlike other German cities, Berlin has no official closing time.
Staying open well into the morning hours, the best bars in Berlin are do remember to go home:
Berlin's bars really do close when the last customer leaves! . Dig into a sweet treat, settle down
to savour one of Germany's.
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